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Fall Creek Elementary School: Where Learning Takes Flight 

April 10, 2018 

Cardinal Creed: Be Safe, Respectful and Responsible 

Main Line: 281-641-3400 
 

Absence Line: 281-641-3419 
 

Nurse: 281-641-3405 
 

Cafeteria: 281-641-3408 
 

Website: 
https://www.humbleisd.net/fce 

 
Twitter: @humbleisd_fce 

Campus Information Dates to Remember  

4/10-4/11 STAAR Testing: No Visitors 

4/16 Fifth Grade BizTown 

4/18  Jump Rope for Heart Slime Event, 2:30 p.m. 

Persona Pizzeria Night, 4:00-9:00 p.m. 

4/19 Kindergarten Roundup, 6:00 p.m. 

4/24 Volunteer Tea, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 

4/25 Health & Safety Day 

4/26 2nd Grade Musical: Bugz, 7:00 p.m. 

College Shirt Day 

Fall Creek’s fourth and fifth graders will be taking the state test, 
STAAR, on the following days: 

 

Tuesday, April 10th: 4th Grade Writing, 5th Grade Mathematics 
Wednesday, April 11th: 5th Grade Reading 

   

The state mandates that NO VISTORS will be permitted in the 
building during the STAAR testing.  Additionally, the workroom will be closed and all  
volunteer activities are cancelled.   

Please do not schedule dental and doctor appointments on these testing dates.  Make sure 
your child has a good night’s sleep and a good breakfast.  Thank you for your help in making 
these testing days great for our students. 

Fall Creek Kindergarten Roundup will be held at  
6:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 19th in the cafeteria for  
parents only. Kindergarten Roundup is for the parents  
of students who will enter kindergarten in the fall of 
2018.   

Registration will be by appointment only starting on  
Monday, April 23rd. Check the FCE website for up-
dates regarding how you can sign up for a registration  
appointment. 
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 Congratulations, Savannah Henley from Ms. Shelton’s 2nd grade class for  
designing the winning logo for Fall Creek Elementary’s 10 Year  

Anniversary Celebration! 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1UMeB6pgyezm5LyD7KpyIgQixlEP2s2P79Ye1Tnld97A/edit
http://fcpto.com/index.html
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NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF ONE  
 

Making a difference one clip at a time!  
  

All you have to do is keep an eye out for box tops, then clip them and collect 
them.  Students can submit them to their teachers at any time!  
  

Our school can earn hundreds, even thousands of dollars to spend on supplies, 
recess equipment and upgrades to classrooms and outdoors.  

This has been a very successful year for Cultural Arts.   Our students 
got to enjoy performances by Dennis Lee - Embrace the Race, AD 
Players – The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe, The Best Little 
Klezmer Band in Texas, and The Houston Grand Opera – Opera to 
Go and Storybook Opera.  The children learned and demonstrated 
audience etiquette during these interactive performances. 
 Students were able to learn how the arts - dance, music, theater, 
and visual arts - unite us and help us find common ground despite 
our differences.  Thanks for all of your hard work this year!!  

Attention 2nd Grade Parents: 
  
Please join us on Thursday, April 26th at 7:00 p.m. for our spring musical, BUGZ. All students will need to  
arrive to the 2nd grade classrooms at 6:30 p.m. on the night of the performance. Your child will be dressed 
for the show upon arriving to school. 
  
We will also have 2 daytime performances for the students of FCE. Performance times will be at 8:30 a.m. 
and 9:30 a.m. 
  
Your children have been working very hard and you aren’t going to want to miss this performance! We look 
forward to seeing you at the show! Thanks so much for your support! 
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FAMILY TIP SHEET
Common Sense on  
Digital Life

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

DIGITAL LITERACY AND CITIZENSHIP IN A CONNECTED CULTURE  
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What’s the Issue?
We may think of our kids’ online, mobile, and technological activities as “digital life,” but to them it’s just life. In 
their world, being able to connect and communicate 24/7 from just about any location is normal – and expected! 
Between kindergarten and fifth grade, kids go through rapid growth in learning about many topics, including 
digital media technologies. From playing games on their mom or dad’s cell phone, to learning how to point and 
click a mouse, to navigating online by themselves, kids this age are participating in a connected culture. 

Why Does It Matter?
Young children need to learn early how to make good choices so they can take advantage of the powerful 
technologies available to them. And to make these good choices, kids need parental guidance. 

The stakes are high because our kids’ technological abilities can be greater than their maturity and judgment. 
Having unrestricted access to information and people can result in gaining a wealth of information and 
experiences. But it can also mean accessing inappropriate content and making inappropriate contact with 
others. The difference between a great experience and an iffy one lies in the decisions kids make. Just as kids 
learn to eat properly, swim safely, or drive a car carefully, they need to know how to live in the digital world 
responsibly and respectfully. Their ultimate success depends on their abilities to use digital media to create, 
collaborate, and communicate well with others. Those who master these skills in using digital tools will benefit 
from the digital world’s awesome power.

common sense says
Use bookmarks and safe search. Teach your child to bookmark his or her favorite sites. This way, your child  
is less likely to go somewhere online you don’t want. Use safe search options on Web browsers, such as Google or 
Bing, to make sure your child can search safely. 

Consider using filtering and blocking software. Some parents find these tools to be useful to help protect 
younger children from accessing inappropriate content.  

Have older siblings help. Have your older children help teach your younger children how to be responsible and 
safe online. Let the older ones know that you want them to help you protect their little brothers or sisters online.

Share wisdom. Kids often don’t understand the implications of their actions. But we do. So we have to remember 
to extend our basic parenting wisdom to the digital world. We teach kids to choose their words carefully, play 
nicely with others, and respect their teachers. Now we have to extend those lessons to a vast, invisible world.

Pass along your values. As a parent, you can translate your values into the digital world and help kids understand 
the implications of their actions. Oftentimes the same rules that apply in the real word apply online, such as “be 
nice to others,” “don’t say mean things,” and “think critically about information.”

http://www.commonsense.org
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Seek balance. It’s hard to know how much freedom to give kids. We want them to explore, enjoy, communicate, 
and create. We also want to be sure they are protected. If our kids are going to thrive with digital media, we must 
balance the negative with the positive, privacy with protection. As our children grow, they need more independence 
and privacy. But parents have to be sure their kids know how to be safe and responsible before letting them loose. 

Keep an open mind. We don’t see the world the way our kids do. And we don’t help our kids when we judge 
their lives through the lens of a non-digital world. It’s important for us to understand that our kids will spend 
much of their lives in a connected world, where everyone creates and communicates. We need to help them to 
enjoy it and learn from it.

http://www.commonsense.org

